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I AVethod of measuring the movement of an input device and an object

relative to each othW along at least one measuring axis, the method comprising the steps of:

illuminating an object surface with a measuring laser beam for each measuring

axis, and \

converting a selected portion of the measuring beam radiation reflected by the

surface into an electric Anal, which is representative of the movement along said measuring

axis, characterized in thatVeasuring beam radiation reflected back along the measuring beam

and re-entering the laser cality, which emits the measuring beam, is selected and in that

changes in operation of the lVser cavity, which are due to interference of the re-entering

radiation and the optical wav\in the laser cavity and are representative of the movement, are

measured.
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2 a method as claimed in claim 1 , characterized in that the direction of

movement along said at least oneWasuring axis is detected by determining the shape of the

signal representing the variation inWeration of the laser cavity.
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3. A method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that the direction of

movement along said at least one measuring axis is determined by supplying the laser cavity

with a periodically varying electric cunLt and comparing first and second measuring signals

with each other, which first and second measuring signals are generated during alternating

first half periods and second half periods, respectively.

4 A method as claimed in claim 3^ characterized in that the first and second

measuring signals are subtracted from each othi

A method as claimedTnTrdim 1, 2, 3 racterized in that it isusej

determineacHck^ti^^ mnvrmrnt nf thr nhjer.^aad4heTnpiit^e^relative to

"c*heralong an axis, which is substantially perpendicularjo^eobjectsu^
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"AlHethod as rlaiffigdin rlaim °m that it isuS

determine both a scroll action and a click action by movement of the objectand^ierlnput

device relative to each other in a first direction parallel to the object^arffSfand in a second

direction substantially perpendicular to the object surface.
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7. A method as claimedjn^rry^ne of claims 1-6, characterized in that the

impedance of the diode las^f-ctvity is measured.

8. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1-6, characterized in that the

an is measured,

9. \\ An input device provided with an optical module for carrying out the method

of claim 1, whM module comprises at least one laser, having a laser cavity, for generating a

measuring beamLptical means for converging the measuring beam in a plane near the object

and converting mLns for converting measuring beam radiation reflected by the object into an

electric signal, chaLterized in that the converting means are constituted by the combination

of the laser cavity admeasuring means for measuring changes in operation of the laser

cavity, which are duel interference of reflected measuring beam radiation re-entering the

laser cavity and the optLl wave in this cavity and are representative of a relative movement

the object and the module

10. In input devices as claimed in claim 9, characterized in that the measuring

means are means for measuring a variation of the impedance of the laser cavity.

25 11.

means is a

An input device as claimed in claim 9, characterized in that the measuring

radiation detector for measuring radiation emitted by the laser.

30

12. An input device as clamed in claim 1 1 , characterized in that the radiation

detector is arranged at the side of the \aser cavity opposite the side where the measuring beam

is emitted.

5n input device ascgmglncTiim 9, 10M o^XJ^^^^h i that it

^^f^Ht lPa«t two diod̂ las^fs^IatSast nnr rlp.tfy.tor for measuring a i
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tg-oBject analHTdevice along a firstand a seconcTmeasuring axis, whTcrTaxe^

are parallel to the illuminated surface of the object. /

14. An input device as claimed in claim 9, 10, 1 1 or 12, characterizednfthat it

comprises three diode lasers and at least one detector for measuring a relativ^movement of

the object and the device along a first, a second and a third measuring axi^the first and

second axes being parallel to the illuminated surface of the object and^he third axis being

perpendicular to this surface. /

15. An input device as claimed in claim 9, 10, \/ox 12, for determining both a

scroll action and a click action, characterizedM that itpomprises two diode lasers and at lest

one detector for measuring relative movemeA^fpfe object and the device along a first

measuring axis parallel to the object surface 4/along a second measuring axis substantially

perpendicular to the object surface. /

16. An input device as claimed in claim 9, 10, 1 1 or 12, for determining both a

scroll action and a click actioy&aracterized in that it comprises two diode lasers and at least

one detector for measurin&relative movements of the object and the device along a first and a

second measuring axisywhich axes are at opposite angles with respect to a normal to the

object surface. /

17. /An input device as claimed in any one of claims 9-16, characterized in that the

opticaj^reans comprises a lens arranged between said at least one laser and associated

dej^tor, on the one hand, and an action plane, on the other hand, the at least one laser being

18. An irfbut device as claimed in claim 17, comprising two diode lasers,

characterized in that thVdiode lasers are arranged such that the lines connecting their centers

with the optical axis of t\lens are at an angle of substantially 90° with respect to each other.

19. An input devicfeas claimed in claim 17, comprising three diode lasers,

characterized in that the diode Lers are arranged such that the lines connecting their centers

with the optical axis of the lens\ at an angle of substantially 120° with respect to each

other.
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each diode laser is a horizontal emitting laser and in that the device comprise^Jj^h diode

laser, a reflecting member reflecting the beam from the associate^iedTW to an action

5 plane.

21 . An input device as^larmtdin any one of claims 9 to 20, characterized in that

it is composed of a base^atTo^which the at least one diode laser and associated detector are

mounted, a cap^elnbeVfixed to the base plate and comprising a window and a lens

ited infi 10 acco:

22. An inputWvice as claimed in claim 21, characterized in that the lens is

integrated in the cap me\er having an internal surface which is curved towards the base

plate.

[rTmputdevice as daime^mHaim 21^orl2, characterized in^riarthejaj

plate, the cap member and the lens are made of a plastic material.

An input devic^^s-etaTmed in any one of claims 9-14, characterized in that

5upledto the entrance side of a separate light guide, the exit side of

lich

:

led at the window of the device
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25. An input device as claimed in claim 24, characterized in that the light guides

are optical fibres.

An input ripvi ro m rlninW in 7A nr ?v chm HLltauucMr

comprises three diode lasers and three light guides, and in that the exitjideifof the light

guides are arranged in a circle at a mutually angular spacinj jstantially 120°

30 27. A mouse for a desktc^^dnjuter, comprising an input device as claimed in

any one of claims 9-26.

28, A keyboard for a desktop computer wherein an input device as claimed in any

^26 is iiilegi<
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IaPopoK5uter wherein an input devierasxtefflSffW^y^STSf claims
9j

26 is integrated.

5 30. A display wherein an input device as claimed in any one ofcl^ms 9-26 is

integrated.

31. An ultrasound diagnostic apparatus ^herein at least one input device as

claimed in any one of claims 9-14 and 17-26j#lntegrated.

10

32. A hand-held scapflerapparatus wherein at least one input device as claimed in

FU

any one of claims 9-14 andT7-26 is integrated.

33. 'Aremote control unit wherein at least one input device as claimed in any one

15 of claims 9-26 is integrated.


